
how to use ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENThow to use ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT CONTAINS NO SEDATIVES, NO BANNED SUBSTANCES AND WILL NOT TEST YOUR 
ANIMAL OUT OF YOUR SHOW.

ATTITUDE ADJUSTMENT IS DESIGNED TO HELP KEEP the animal from 
exhibiting “fight or flight” behavior.

If you have a high-strung animal that is difficult to work with at home, you can use 
attitude adjustment, maximum dosage for your specie. for every day use, consider ded hedded hed 

which is the daily feed version of attitude adjustment. however, ded hed is notnot a substitute 
for attitude adjustment on show day.

Attitude Adjustment peaks high but does not last very long
DED HED does not peak as high but lasts longer

for a better show ring presence, give the maximum dose for your specie 1 hour before they 
show. the animal cannot be ‘overdosed’

The smallest dosage listed for each specie is the amounts to give to weanlings.

IF YOU ARE CHASING BANNERS, YOU NEED TO KEEP YOUR ANIMAL FROM STRESSING AT ALL. BECAUSE 
WHEN THEY STRESS, THEY REGRESS, WHICH IS COUNTER TO WINNING A SHOW.

When you change their daily routine at home while getting ready for going to the show, give the maximum amount indicated for your specie, ie., clipping.
Give that same dosage again before you load them onto the trailer to go to the show.

When you arrive at the show and get your animal into their pen/stall, give that dosage again.
For penned animals, when they stand, stretch, pee and do not lie back down, give them that dose again.

For animals in stalls, when the animal is paying attention to their surroundings, give the same dosage to them as before.
A good rule of thumb is that you will administer Attitude Adjustment 3 to 4 times (give or take) per day while at the Show.

Make sure to give more Attitude Adjustment 1 hour before they enter the Show Ring.

THEre is no set length of time that attitude adjustment lasts, as it depends upon 
the animal’s metabolism. The most tightly wound 

animal will have an improvement for a few hours (2 to 3), 
whereas others may exhibit an improvement for 6 to 7 HOURS

important facts about attitude adjustmentimportant facts about attitude adjustment
There are no banned substances in Attitude Adjustment.

Attitude Adjustment does not interfere with the animal’s neurological function.
Attitude Adjustment will not test your animal out of any show in the USA.

If you are unable to administer a paste to the animal at your show, find our recipe for Banner Bites at www.StockShowSecrets.com  
These need to be made at home, and you feed them to your animal at the show.

Attitude Adjustment is safe for Breeding Animals, bred or open females as well as males.


